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A-F-R-I-C-A.!!. 
Sapeur Afrique – Sapeur haven/heaven....... 

 
My intellectual spiritualism, easy pragmatism and calm personality is largely 

envied/admired ......And so much so I have to be deemed ‘crazy’ by White folk among 

others and still be confined at a very remote and distant Cygnet Hospital, Colchester, UK.  

last time around  (2001 -2003) it was said by white folk – “we learnt so much”......now again 
more is coming out as my mind and  is out there...... and as I am not particularly doing much 
at this point in time so I thought I might as well put pen to paper to document my thoughts. 
. 
Again if my contrived hospitalisation is not a very clear and transparent attempt at 

discrediting and belittling me then it certainly is one with the intention of ensuring I do not 

make it back alive to London.  So please bear with me as I occupy myself with writing on 

that which presently commands my attention............. 

‘The Industrialisation of Africa’ Re: WTO and Ngozi Okonjo iweala..... 

We should be careful least we are sold a turkey by the West.   I say this knowing fully well 

that that model of cold grey monolithic industrial factory buildings has long been 

abandoned by the West and for many reasons........ 

Big Amun based monolithic structures of the past an example of which is Arewa textile mill 

of the Kaduna/Northern Nigeria and more recently we have the grave example of the 

Dangote Industries which borrows from the KKK Amun economic book or blue print....... 

......So sorry but the Dangote Business model......is amun inspired...It is an Amun based 

model of business development.  One man and a big structure behind him and with the 

advantage of government patronage and no competitors a such.    

The KKK ideology is always the same.  It is to always pretend to be your friend and destroy 

you.   Look at the KKK Business/industry model or industrialisation model of the west and 

emulated by others.  Now look at the West and see their landscapes littered with high 

unemployment because the industries had to close down or relocate elsewhere as dictates 

the demand of economics.    In other words lower manufacturing costs elsewhere and then 

the clumsy, grand and large industry has to pack up and call it a day. 

Again the West is littered with the carcasses of steel industries, textile industries and coal 

mines that have had to close shop and move to developing nations with cheaper labour and 

manufacturing costs.   

This model isn’t fit for present day purpose and doesn’t fit our cultural personality .....what 

is ideal is small/cottage industries and medium industries or at least as much as would 

equal the production quantity expected of a large Industry.  As these are more humane in 

expression than their larger counter part. 

Again it should be noted small/cottage industries and medium industries actually down the 

line prove to employ more people.  The quality of life of small/cottage industries and 
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medium industries workers is more than their counterparts in the large industry as issues 

like transportation to work, queuing -long queues, smog filed atmosphere is the norm.  And 

then large industries  introduces labour activism, inevitable factory closures and a whole 

new mess to deal with.  

Small/cottage and medium industry is less aggressive in expression and promises more 

enriched and dignified lives where the worker gains more skllls as against being something 

like a technical machinist in a large Industry.  

Geogre Owells -1984 paints a gloomy picture of large factories with lines of people milling to 

work in atmospheric smog conditions and its not a picture young knowledgeable and aware 

Africans aspire to.   That is if they are given the benefit of choice. .......when the blue print of 

the choice of development is being decided and designed. 

Even the strategy of having a large industry where one large machine may pack up in 

Nigeria and then we find ourselves ordering the machine or parts of the machine from 

abroad while in the mean time the whole Industry/factory becomes comatose and closes 

down,............. 

.........W orkers are then turned back at the door until the ordered machine or parts of the 

machine is replaced.  Some workers may be paid during this period where the factory is 

closed down while others may not. As against small/cottage or medium industries where 

there is an option to the closure of one of the industries. 

And so the strategy in conclusion may be to build either one large factory/Industry (Kaduna 

Arewa texile mill) or many small/cottage Industries or a few medium factories/industries ( 

Ikeja Industrial complex) that may suffice for the one large factory/industry in the sense that 

there may be options if one small or medium industry closes down but it would not prove to 

be the case for the single large Industry.  

The large Ajaokuta style style steel mill or even the Kaduna Arewa Texitle mill  are good 

examples and may now be seen from this point of view as an outdated developmental 

model and mainly due to factors particular to Africa.  The preferred model is the 

small/cottage industries and medium industries which are feed/supplied raw materials 

such as cotton or food stuff to be processed. 

Small/cottage industries and medium industries could be evenly spread in different 

localities instead of being all densely concentrated in one locality.   Project Aje butter is to 

complement and feed these small and medium industries with goods like cotton for fabric 

and cash crops for processed foods. 

These abundant new wealth of plentiful goods would in turn prompt the creation of a new 

wave of large commercial wholesale/retail shops ala Kingsway, Chellerams or Cash & 

Carry which Nigerians of my generation all knew well.   

Plentiful and abundant variety of goods that would be produced such as : 

1. Consumer goods like bread, fruits, milk, clothes e.t.c... 
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2. Producer goods like machinery, tools, raw materials, seeds, manure, tractor e.t.c.. 

With the trans African Railway and highway in place and the medium and small/cottages 

industries complimented with the proceeds of Project Aje Butter and feeding these induties 

raw materials like food stuff or textile fabric, the stage is set for gigantic growth.....mega 

wealth and capital creation. The potential of this market far exceeds any estimated limits....I 

know it’s off the economic rector scale.    

Reminiscent of a Unilevel of our time there are no arguments against having a new one as it 

would be evidently clear its the logical next progression along the chain.  (And na me be Art 

Graduate of University of Ife now teaching economics to Experts.....hmmmmmm..). 

Re is for rejuvenation..Re: Egyptian text 

I had it all mapped out......trust me it works just like that.  I even confidently worked it to the 

point I had beneficiaries which I had already notified when I travelled last to Lagos in 2017. 

Again we may not be settling with just one more Unlevel in addition but maybe even much 

much more. And we would inevitably be talking about jobs for boys(girls) whether high end 

or low end. 

I am sensing as necessity is the mother of invention..... there is a need for a clearing house of 

some strategic ideas of importance to suit the African cultural personality and 

more.........common sense dictates wealth like this too to be created has to be protected and 

secured and otherwise well in advance of its birth, growth and maturity as its known to be 

done in traceable written history. Re: Royal Niger Company.. 

Much like the tradition of the Royal Niger company – a colonial forerunner, economic units 

of intelligence would have to be created.   That is the way the world works, you create a 

position or office when there is the need for it.  To which I seize the opportunity to introduce 

an idea of mine.  Briefly put it’s called CAI – Central African Intelligence.  

There is the need for it.....with this gigantic wealth and capital projection in mind I have 

arrived at the conclusion.  African needs an Intelligence clearing house (a feature/function 

of which Kunkuru could play),  For example the future for Africa with an abundance of 

skilled, semi skilled and unskilled labour as well as an abundance of raw materials  is 

personalised and costumed built goods like shoes, cars and so on.  This decision making 

calls for having a Head with an Office. 

The Head  - Moi and the Office - Cenral  African Intelligence.   Or who is more competent 

alive or even before and now has shown to have more proven and effective field experience?  

My Ghanaian Intelligence brothers will back me up on this.  

And because I put my life and my family life on the line for that continent time and time 

again.....that position is mine and mine alone.   

It’s been said he who wears the shoe knows where it pinches.... 
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I do know where the shoe pinches that is why I am being given this bad treatment in 

Europe.  Imagine all this is coming out of a Guy who incredulously couldn’t get his Masters 

degree after 2 years attempts at a British University.........hmmmmmmm. 

My British ex-Sandhurst brethren on prime time TV did call me – Balogun, Yoruba language 

and title for ‘General’ in the period of 2002 to 2003.  And then, years later in this period, they 

called me – ‘War Room General.’  In other words one who doesn’t have to look out the 

window or read the news to know what’s going on.  It was a sincere compliment one that I 

never asked for but was given.  Now I am using it to put myself forward for the position of 

a-to-be created Head of Central African Intelligence. – CAI. 

You would not grudge me or fault me from thinking along these lines.   Or what would you 

expect one who is considered the best of the best to go for less a role?  After all its my 

head/mind that’s there for security/intelligence purposes or isn’t it?  And then there is all 

the crucial information that I am providing. 

The CAI may be structured along Regional lines with Heads and Regional divisions as 

Africa too is regionally divided on the map.   

Again the matter of Industrialisation for Africa is either a turkey being sold to us or strategic 

industrial systematic sabotage which would show its ugly face 20 -30 years down the line.  

The Nigerian Ajaokuta Steel company as a case study not completed 40 odd years later after 

pumping surpluses of billions and billions of dollars into the project is a typical example of a 

large industry that in the end could in time turn out, much like the Coal industry, leaving 

soot and smog stained skies marred by large scale industrial waste.  Sad long queues of 

milling workers in front of the company with the sun hidden well away from sight.  

Some will say it’s a picture of hell from an environmentalist’s point of view and it certainly 

is a nightmare to fathom in sunny smiley Africa.   And so the hidden hand of strategic 

sabotage has to be seen as a well thought out possibility... 

This ‘move’ of wholesale large Industries as  a model to be generously ‘sprayed’ round 

Africa by WTO  can be viewed as an example of cold play, Guys.   This move may be viewed 

as a clever strategy to sabotage and disrupt Africa’s development and in the future.     

I did write I am European as well as African.......I did write ...I am Ptolemy.....Ngozi, 

candidate for Kunkuru residency ...know what you are doing girl!  Know what you are 

doing....... 

After 20 -30 odd years the dictates of big business would be that they move their 

manufacturing bases elsewhere then the whole landscape of Africa would be littered with 

the carcases of abandoned large factories/industries then we would be talking of the 

ruination of a continent and on a scale so vast it would be too demoralising and deflating to 

the spirit to contemplate starting again....along those lines....that is.....there would have been 

too many nay sayers saying –‘ where do we go from here? 
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............ and who gets the blame?  History at that point would no doubt remember the 

African woman at the WTO table who championed – Industrialisation for Africa. 

That again is why i find myself shouting at so called top brass Nigeria Military 

officers....they do not seem to know what their jobs is supposed to be about.    

I countered again with CAI as an aid to distinguished leading African figures............ before 

they are hoodwinked into dire directions that they may not be unaware of.    We should be 

careful and be wise about adopting models off the shelf and applying them to our 

countries/continent.  

There is also the fact that the tremendous growth may be planned to be incremental and 

repeated with each 20 -30 year cycle..   In other words a census is done and the statistical 

information provided used to plan for yet another generation and this may be the way 

forward once every 20 – 30 years creating a new instalment of plentiful goods and jobs. 

Now we have the benefit of looking at the models and picking and choosing as it best suits 

us.  Industrialisation my people it should be said is definitely not a one size fits all. 

White folk in Africa..... 

White folk are wondering where do they fit in all these? ....which is an odd question since 

they lived in South Africa as Africans/Africaneers for about 2-3 centuries.  They shouldn’t 

feel left out or threatened.  

And yes there will be White folk there in Kunkuru in small numbers representing I imagine 

South Africa as best African Achievers that is the reality.   

Even though honestly I am not particularly hot on White folk at the moment,.... certainly not 

after 20 years of running me down..here....  still yet we have to be objective and state the 

truth/facts as they present themselves   This is the reality we cannot ignore.  There are 

White people in South Africa and obviously some will qualify as best African achievers to be 

accommodated in Kunkuru if they are willing. 

Where we are now as black people is preservation and survival.  And our anger is justified 

with evidence in history.  Do not give in to the sickness that was never yours..Re: Racism.   

Yes, there would be White people in Kunkuru, or what of the likes of Sade Adu’s mother?  A 

White woman who raised a proud Ibadan/Yoruba/Nigerian girl as a Queen.  Again that is 

the reality of the world we live in today.  You cannot completely segregate yourself.  In any 

case it is not healthy to do so. 

The politics of race is a lot more sophisticated than people think and give it credit for.  All 

we tend to do as black people is respond to it and there are White people who know the 

issues well.  Ours has been reactionary while theirs has been provocative but there are those 

who know and deliberately try and mix the two up.   Ours as i have said is preservation and 

survival...and theirs is an addiction, sickness and disease...Re: KKK White/Jewish 

supremacy. 
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Contrastingly, in a rainbow ray of hope on a sunny day, I refer all to the Truth Commission 

in South Africa of decades ago.  It was White lawyers who travelled all the way to South 

Africa to warn the Commission that the guilty White perpetuators of crimes against 

humanity should be punished and not pardoned. They also warned that the Blacks victims 

in South Africa that they would regret their lenient position.  It’s all documented and in 

living history...so much for painting a whole race with a broad brush...or careless 

stereotyping.... 

Take me for example, I also come from a mixed background...I mean I was as a kid lovingly 

fostered by White folk....very few if any of my friends know that........Much like biblical 

Moses in this instance.   So be careful, be wise....... 

I did make a mental note of gratitude that Kunkuru is to be manned by more professional 
Ghanaian military Intelligence personnel.  And that once at Elysium there was a nurse who 
on an occasion saved my life.  He, in my opinion should be made a hero in Ghana.  
 

Nigeria - #EndSarsNow .......#EndSwatNow .......Protests!!!! 

With regard the #EndSars palavar and the accompanying disorder, chaos and death.  I did 

say it would play out like IPOB.....Part II.  And that it served the purpose from the ruling 

elite to digress away from the growing political issues and narrative in the country.   The 

issues/narrative being -Restructuring or Regionalism. Re: My Facebook post of 2nd of 

October 2020. 

From the point of view of Buhari and his network of multi-tribal and multi-religious 

supporters it should be seen as a welcome opportunity and distraction away from him and 

the burning issues facing the country, there is the digressional chaos and disorder.   And 

there is murder and death which I said is part and parcel of what he embraced ideologically 

and spiritually – Human sacrifice and Amun/luciferian worship. Re: KKK Code. 

Again for what’s its worth, my apologies to the youth, the losses of life and even for loss of 

property.  However we should not forget there was a build up to this so what was the Igbo 

head of the CID in Lagos doing when this was about to go off?  I figured him out earlier and 

a few others as ‘undesirables ‘and guilty. 

The #EndSwatNow is more apparently obvious and justified as its suspected to be just about 

targeted killing of Buhari’s opponents. 

And there are scuttlers and saboteurs, truthfully traitors to the African dream and for 

personal reasons/gain.  E.g. Muhammed Buhari, Ibrahim Babangida, Prof Wole Soyinka, 

Alaafin lamidi Adeyemi III, the Igbo CID head in Lagos and so on. 

It should be said Prof Wole Soyinka and Alaafin lamidi Adeyemi III aka Shoyoyo, .....You 

both have become nothing but a nuisance, burden and an embarrassment to us in Yoruba 

land.  Please leave the scene. 
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Again the Igbo CID head who i figured as undesirable.  Or how could all these be 

happening  and building up without the head of the CID in Lagos not knowing?  How come 

his identity has suddenly being shrouded in mystery?  How come suddenly he is not on the 

internet?  What connections does he have that others don’t?   It should be investigated as a 

national concern. 

You will find there is a convergence of vested interests from the political class which is Pro 

Northerner whose lastest position was to agree on restructuring and to Muhammed Buhari 

and his team of multi tribal, multi religious supporters whose covert agenda is to promote 

chaos , disorder and murder as a strategy for digression, distraction, procrastination and 

human sacrifice of sadly our youths. 

The Nigerian youths genuinely want change but if you look at what I hurriedly on the spur 

of the moment wrote on a WhatsApp Federal Government College Kaduna Nigeria 1984 

forum about 2 ago and titled it  - ‘My Position’........ It paints the bloody doomsday picture 

which is prematurely playing out now.    

Security should have been on high alert instead it appears that same scenario was triggered 

and used by the ruling elite of the likes of KKK Sowore, Prof Wole Soyinka, the Igbo CID 

head in Lagos who no doubt had studied, monitored and coordinated borrowing from IPOB 

modus operandi. 

We should not forget KKK Sowore was recently in the Police net at Lagos and questioned 

about twice about his organisations movement by the Igbo CID head in Lagos.  The Igbo 

CID head enjoyed having knowledge of both IPOB as an Igbo man and KKK Sowore 

movement and no doubt used it for his paymasters. 

The Nigerian Youths were in the middle of these interest groups just agitating for their 

causes to be heard.  People should spend time to study and listen to the people. 

Niger Delta – NDDC – Dubai – No Compromise...... 

It’s being discussed Dubai is the expected standard for the Niger Delta region and all the Oil 

producing states.  Period! 

Tompolo, please fnd the killers of Divine’s Dad.  Tompolo is a freedom fighter from the 

Niger Delta region.  Divine was the Nigerian and Niger Delta star/artist of the music video 

– “Dumebi” and “lady” and goes by the stage name, Rema.  He also lost a brother. 

Divine’s father was a Judge if I am not mistaken... the facts are a bit sketchy in detail and 

cloudy but worthy of an investigation.  .”...Tompolo, step up, follow up, investigate and 

follow through or you, your people may be the next target...using the same network ...as you 

are a threat to them.  Remember Chief Alfred Rewane and Chief Micheal Olorugun Ibru. 

They need to rest in peace for the sacrifice they made for Nigeria.....I beg cover 

Rema/Divine, I no won hear story...... 
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The Way of Lions....... 

It is not my way and neither is it my will but it is known in African tradition that the old lion 

vacates for the new lion - Raaaa.   My way it would have been graceful.  He was the author 

of his own demise/destruction. Re: Prof Wole Soyinka... 

To think some of these ideas where known to me during Obasanjo’s tenure 1999 - 2007....  

but he failed to take advantage of them then and all he has done since is talk..... 

Again Obasanjo agitated for a peer review mechanism at the African Union where people 

from the Caribbean, America, African countries and the Diaspora could look into each 

other’s affairs.    

With these weighty issues that would have been the preferred option with Buhari and his 

hangers on like Garba Shehu thoroughly investigated and shot together with his network of 

KKK northern soldiers.   Instead what we get is the routine gathering and partying at Aso 

rock Abuja (Nigeria’s capital city) of 1st generation Generals that raped and ruined Nigeria. 

Other than that as a writer and researcher “when i emerge from this hellhole” that has been 

maliciously imposed on me I reckon I will assemble an ingenious film crew and hit 

Hollywood with such creative force/power – They will bow in no time........and strictly out 

sheer merituous artistic reverence. 

And then immodestly America I may introduce you mercifully to the skilful medical genius 

that is (Nation of Islams’s) – Dr Yakub aka Enki (Sumerian text). 

Now you know why these ones here in London are after me, trying to destroy me  or at last 

trying to discredit me ( Mental health ) as they know my .....limitless potential and .....genius, 

...many times over .......... 

What did I say.....Raaaa!! 

Warming up world, warming up! 

YES, you and I know the eagle has finally landed with Central African Intelligence.(CAI)  

And YES, “ it’s a different world” and we, Africans  are producing a proud and defiant 

sapeur-like economic super-duper-fly gigantic power house of tomorrow...... 

Cheers and God Bless...... 

Toluwalase Oladimeji 
Author – English, the language of the gods. 
 
The afrorcentric hairstyles on the Odessy record/CD cover does look more attractive than 

the silly emulative European wigs Black women wear that debases and degrades them.  

And please refer General Overseer Enoch Adeboye of the Redeem Church of God to my 

Facebook post of 22nd October 2020.   Secret messages after 20 years simply won’t do.....  


